
About TrainZ 2015 

TrainZ 2015 is a weekend of railway modelling, no particular scale or prototype. The aim is to share 

some of our present knowledge and skills and to learn new ones – all among good company. 

This year’s dates are August 15 and 16, from 9am to 5pm each day. 

Full registration is $20 for adults, $10 for school students. Equivalent one-day registration is $12 / 
$5.  

Pay at the door, but because of limited numbers please book a place as soon as possible by 
emailing peterr@inet.net.nz 

The venue is the Lodge Hall in the square at the rear of the Moorhouse Station, 
Ferrymead Heritage Park 

Getting there 

Enter Ferrymead through Gate A off Truscotts Rd and continue straight ahead past the Garden 

City Model Railroad Club. 

You may park briefly in the square to unload.  

Some long term parking is possible on the grass at the rear of the Lodge Hall provided it is not too 
wet, otherwise just before the gate. Keep well clear of the tram tracks; trams operate all weekend. 

There will be no scheduled breaks, just get a hot drink and biscuits from the kitchen whenever you 

want to, likewise lunch. 

A lady from the Ferrymead tearooms will collect lunch orders each morning for those who want food 
from there, or you may bring your own. 

What to bring 

Bring at least one modelling project to work on and whatever tools you will need. It is advisable to 
bring your own work light, as the hall lighting is not very strong. We have some extension leads and 
multiboxes but too many is always better than not enough. 

Be prepared to join in 

This year’s programme is designed to provide a balance between getting on with your own project and 
listening to some useful talks. We’re also hoping that at some point you will also share a little bit about 
what you have been doing. 

The hall will be set out as shown below so that if you would rather you will be able to see and hear 
what’s going on while continuing to work on your own project. 

Some people will be working on portable layout modules and you may like to keep an eye on these as 
the work progresses. Feel free to ask questions. 
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TrainZ 2015 – Programme outline 

Overview 

This year’s format is similar to last year’s.  

Everyone will have a space in which to work on their own projects. Bring your own tools and materials 
and do your own thing as much or as little as you like. If you get stuck there will be someone who can 
help, just ask. Likewise, others will no doubt find what you are doing interesting and helpful to them. 

The aim of this year’s talks is to present a mix of skills and techniques useful to most railway 
modellers. There is a slight bias towards new ways of doing things such as computer-aided drafting 
and 3D printing but also some good old fashioned do-it-by-hand stuff, and even a workshop or two 
where you can learn by doing. Soldering for example. 

Most talks will be on the concise side to leave maximum time for modelling and possibly a few 
additional off-the-cuff items. Our various mentors will include Craig Galilee, Neil Andrews, Mark 
Dalrymple, Fred King, Celyn Bennet, Peter Ross, and several others. 

The aim for TrainZ 2015 

This year’s aim is simple: 

Two days of enjoyable modelling in the company of other like minded people and in the process add 
to your existing modelling knowledge and experience. 

Daily timetable 

Saturday 

 9:00 Hall opens 

 9:15 Welcome and housekeeping matters 

10:30 New Approaches to Layout building, Neil Andrews 

12:00 Modelling Farm Fences, Fred King 

 2:00 Making a Model of Your Proposed Layout, Mark Dalrymple 

 4:00 Soldering workshop, Peter Ross and Jessy Blunsdon 

If there is sufficient interest on Saturday evening Neil Andrews is willing to present some videos 
including his recent visits to Minatur Wunderland in Hamburg, and Warley, the UK’s biggest model 
train show. 

Sunday 

 9:00 Hall opens 

10:30 Modelling in Styrene, Craig Galilee  

12:00 Getting Started in CAD Design, Celyn Bennet 

 2:00 Weathering, TBA 

 4:00 Points to Cover When Planning a Layout, Peter Ross 

We will make very effort to keep to these times, topics and presenters, but alterations can be 
necessary for reasons beyond our control.  

Any changes will be announced as soon as possible. 


